Clinical Fellows Telesupervision
Speech-Language Pathology

- Permitted with indirect supervision
- Permitted for speech-language pathology; no guidance for audiology
- Contact licensure board; language indicates possibility depending on interpretation
- No regulations; contact licensure board

* permitted with indirect supervision

Legend:
- Permitted
- Permitted for speech-language pathology; no guidance for audiology
- Contact licensure board; language indicates possibility depending on interpretation
- Not permitted

Map showing states with different regulations for Clinical Fellows Telesupervision in Speech-Language Pathology.
Student Interns
Telesupervision
Audiology & Speech-Language Pathology

- Permitted with indirect supervision
- Permitted No regulations; contact licensure board
- Not permitted

* permitted with indirect supervision

Contact licensure board; language indicates possibility depending on interpretation

- Permitted
- No regulations; contact licensure board
- Not permitted

Map showing the status of telesupervision in different states.

Legend:
- Green: Permitted
- Orange: No regulations; contact licensure board
- Gray: Not permitted
- Purple: Contact licensure board; language indicates possibility depending on interpretation

States:
- WA, UT, OK, TX, FL, LA, AL, GA, SC, NC, VA, MD, DC, HI, AK, AK, CA, NV, AZ, NM, NM, NM, MT, ND, SD, NE, KS, MO, IA, WI, IL, IN, OH, WV, WV, VA, VA, RI, CT, MA, NH, VT, NY, PA, NJ, DE